
& Kepler to Newton- ①

Understanding the acceleration vector

is key to discovering Newton's
Law of

Gravity from Kepler's Three
Laws.

· In the early 1600's (7th century),

Kepler proposed 3 Laws
of planetary motion,

which he deduced from careful

observations of Tycho Brahe:

1st Law 110091: The planets are orbiting
the sun in elliptical orbits with the

sun at one focus of the ellipse.

2nd Law (1609): Planets sweep
out

equal area in equal
time

3rd Law (1619): TYa3=
constant, the same

constant for every planet:
M

a =majoraxis of ellipse, +=period

(Supplementary)
-



· In 1660, Robert Hooke
discovered ②

"Hooke's Law" for springs, and proposed ~

to Newton that planetary motion might
be due to an "inverse square

force"

emanating from the sun,
exerted on

↑

⑨
·

the planets - something like a "spring."

· Newton proposed his Universal Law of

Gravitation in 1687 (Principia (

↓S F =m (Giving the meaning of"force"
-·

Giving the↑
I

(2) F =Mpa =

- EMMp ↑ gravitationa (force exerted by
the sun on planet

Mp = mass
of planet

Ms =mass of sun

5 =position vector of planet w origin sun

r =11211 :distance from planet to sun





④
· Newton's Law of Gravitation gave a

unified explanation for Kepler's three laws,
thereby unifying all the laws

ofplanetary)
physics known in

his lifetime.

· The essence of Newton's argument is to

show that, if a planet moves in an elliptical
orbit with the sun at a focus, and its

rotation rate is given by "equal area in equal

time", then the acceleration points back

toward the sun => "Everything is coming
from theSun!"

He then shows that the magnitude
of the

acceleration assuming elliptical motion
and equal

area in equal time mustbe
inverse square !

The third law then gives the final miracle
-

His force law is independent of planet => Universal?-



ꋺ

#oremd: If the planet sweeps out "equal
area in equal time",then the acceleration

vector points in direction from planet to sun.

Theorem② If further, the planet traverses

an ellipse, then the magnitude
of force is

inverse square,
with a constant which appears

to depend on the planet.

Theorem3: If further, I =constant
->
->

+of planet, thenindependen

(3) -E
with a constant independent of planet.

(I.e., you get the same If for every ellipse?)

Taking = Ms then gives
Newton's Force law.



· Proof of TheoremD show that Kepler's ⑥

2nd Law, that planets are sweeping out

"equal area in equal time"one implies that

the acceleration vector mostpoint in the

direction of the sun ↓

·-
-

·

-

1

Note: This is the main step in making

theleaptothe ideathatthemotionotherseen
I

the Sun-I.e., F =M. is coming from the

S'rn 8
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Meaning of "Equal Area in Equal Time"

Planet
F(t)

Planet at·tionp.phall timet =0
Sun =F, O F2

·

AA =A'(t) =H =constant
nee

Constant depends
on the planet's chosen

elliptical orbit



Station: Assume a planet P of mass Mp ⑦

moves along a trajectory F(t)
=x(t(i+y (t) j

~

where is the position vector that points

from the sun to the planet. (Kepler knew

the planets moved in a plain containing the

Sun, the planet and the ellipse.

we show:"equal area in equal time" implies

(4) a =i = - (-v)
Here:We have cancelled Mp from both sides

of (2), n =1/511=syl and I will be

the constant associated with "equal area
in equal time."To verify (4)

Notation:In physics, derivatives
wort

time are denoted by a "dot"I.e.

F =v(t) =f((t) =dr



So Assume: "equal area in equal time"
Planet

F(t) =x(t) +y(t) I ·
1

. %

f(t)

r =1/F11 =1+ y2 1
1
ildA do

&<~
I 1
·. ·

then: Sun O Fz x

(5) dA = =rdA

(This the triangular area, neglecting
higher order errors which - as did
this

(6)d = rdA =1
So "equal area in equal time" means

du =coast. (which at this stage
or

()
could depend on planet)

SO

(8) r8 =H (We take this Has the constant

Differentiating gives :

(9) 0 =8(r8) =2yr8 +258



So "equal area in equal time" means:
@

()-. 20(1)

Since these conditions are given in terms

of (r,8), it makes sense
to change to

polar coordinates
-

x =rcost u =πyz
(12)

g = rsing

Here: x,y, r,all depend on time t,
and are determined by the planets position

FLA at time to .
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